2019 SUMMER INSTITUTE

Due to a sold out course last year, we’ve extended the Summer Institute to two weeks!

WHEN
June 3 - June 6 and June 10 - June 13

WHERE
215 Morris St, Suite 210
The Imperial Building
Durham, NC

FOR
Early- to mid-career researchers and professionals working in health care and health services research

COURSE TOPICS

- Intro to Patient-Reported Outcomes
- Qualitative Research: Study Design & Applied Thematics Analysis
- Beginner/Advanced Population Health Topics
- Beginner/Advanced Dissemination & Implementation Sciences

FEATURED FACULTY

DR. BRYCE REEVE
professor in population health sciences

DR. KEVIN WEINFURT
professor in population health sciences

DR. AMY CORNELI
associate professor in population health sciences

DR. AARON MCKETHAN
assistant professor in population health sciences

DR. MARC RYSER
assistant professor in population health sciences

DR. DEVON CHECK
assistant professor in population health sciences

DR. LEAH ZULLIG
associate professor in population health sciences

DR. HEATHER KING
assistant professor in population health sciences

Get More Information and Register Now!
populationhealth.duke.edu/summer-institute

contact: ebony.nash@duke.edu

Duke University Department of Population Health Sciences

broaden your expertise and add new research methods to your toolbox